WINTER 2018/19

HOTLIST

WE LOVE PARKING NEWS

We do a lot of content curation on our social
media accounts, but most of that flies by so
quickly you don't event see it.

We also know that you have limited time to
process an entire month's worth of information.
That's where this brief guide comes in.

STAY CURRENT

It's not easy to stay current when you work on the front line
or in the field. Our quarterly publication keeps you ahead of
the curb.

THIS QUARTER'S
HIGHLIGHTS
Safety First!
Interviews with Parking Professionals
The Onset of Mobility
Digital Demolition
A Conference on Conferences
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SAFETY FIRST
Parking lots can be the source of accidents,
theft, road rage, and more. Know the facts.
Pedestrian safety in parking lots matters - read safe walking tips here
GPS, SMS & more: causes of distraction in parking lots
4 Most common holiday parking lot accidents (including a diagram!)
Top 3 myths about parking lot accidents
Insurance Q&A: who's at fault in a parking lot accident?
10 Tips for employee parking lots
50,000 accidents per year occur in parking lots... and other interesting NSC stats
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1. Reachel Knight
2. Lizeth Turk
3. Paul Barter
4. Kyle Ashley
5. John Van Horn
6. Donald Shoup

INTERVIEWS
WITH PARKING
PROFESSIONALS
Get to know these stand-out
individuals a little better
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Aren't 'parking' and
'mobility' opposites?
Maybe not! Get
answers here (pg 4).

THE RISE OF

MOBILITY
Parking is transforming - and the key
term that keeps cropping up is mobility.
Here's what you need to know:

1. It's an industry wide trend, and even the
biggest players are aligning themselves (IPMI
included)
2. Municipalities are investing heavily in
transit, roads, and other mobility and parking
related upgrades (Calgary for example)
3. Transportation is massive - but mobility
puts people first (the new parking philosophy)
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DIGITAL
DEMOLITION
Bringing parking systems online doesn't come without
risk. Here are a few wake-up calls to help you
acknowledge the risks and plan for the worst.
Customers paying parking tickets
online had personal information
compromised last week in Saint
John, New Brunswick. Read the
details here.

Innocent looking USB
drives left in parking
lots for people to find
and plug in cause virus
attacks.

Cybersecurity is very relevant in
parking. Learn more about what
data is collected, what it can be
used for, and how our vehicles
are contributing.
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A Conference on Conferences:

EXHIBITOR
FASTTRAK

There are a lot of parking conferences to attend every
year - and a lot of companies who exhibit at them. I had
a great refresher plus learned new tips & tricks for a
successful show at FastTrak. If you believe life long
learning never goes out of style, so send your
salespeople and marketers to check this show out!

Topics include:
Focusing on key attendees
Selecting the right shows
Measuring ROI

Small booth success
Brand marketing
Event surveys
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